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EDITORIAL 
 

What are the top 5 classic radios of New 
Zealand manufacture? A question that might 
stimulate a little discussion perhaps and I 
seem to remember that John Stokes himself 
had a little difficulty himself with this 
question. Is it simpler to start with the most 
iconic - the common yet functional Bell Colt 
perhaps rather than the larger and more 
serious furniture; the foreign influenced, 
wooden cabineted tallboy or console radio 
series? In no particular order, there are 
Ultimate, Pacific, Columbus, Wellmayde, 
Cromwell, Courier, Gulbransen and Majestic 
radios that all have good to excellent 
examples, but is there any one set in particular 
that seriously stands out and is considered ‘a 
must’ for any collection? I would like to know 
your views.   
As a contrast [see cover picture] the 12 valve 
lowboy radiogram combination from Radio 
1936 Ltd in 1952 (costing £175 then or about 
$9,144 now considering inflation) is today 
valued far less than a Bell Colt by the 
majority of members – or at least this is the 
impression looking at auction prices. Of 
course one could argue that the gramophone 
side of the arrangement is now hopelessly 
obsolete and hence valueless, but there seems 
to be the risk of loss of the representatives of 
the romance and hope of that particular era. 
On a closing note members may notice that 
we have slightly increased the print font size 
used in this bulletin and wonder if you see this 
as an improvement? There have, in the past, 
been the odd comments that the previous print 
size was hard to read, so I hope you will find 
this a little easier to read – do let us know if 
you feel strongly about this. 

Cheers, David Crozier 
 
 

NEW MEMBERS: 
R Fields  Dunedin 

A Cross  Auckland 

J Alkersten  Auckland 

B Adams  Auckland 
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Cover Picture: 
Radio 1936 Ltd’s 12 valve, “World 

Wave De Lux lowboy radiogram 

combination of the early 1950s. It 

boasted 12” heavy duty Auditorium 

“Goodman” speaker, high quality 

“Garrard” automatic record changer 

and a superb highly polished selected 

American Butt walnut cabinet – all for 

£175. “not expensive but represents 

full value for its price. Compare it with 

others and you will agree that this 

model is in a class of its own.” So says 

the sales blurb. 
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Correspondence & Notes, etc 
 

ZLO Re the August issue of NZVRS Bulletin page 13    (From Jack Whittaker) 
I recognise the left picture in particular with the WWII operators at ZLO. I believe that the 
operator on the right of that picture (wearing the white blouse) took the first message received 
in NZ, in morse of course, that the war in Europe was over. I think the message was 
additionally coded for security, and not in straight text.  Yvonne lived here on the Gold Coast 
with her husband Charles Cholmondeley.  Yvonne died about two years ago and told me about 
a lot of the activity there. As I recall she said that both of the operators in that picture 
(including herself) were actually Norwegian--- or at least had been born there. But obviously 
by then, in WWII years, they were very much New Zealanders. I think Yvonne said she was 
aged 19 at that time the picture was taken. I did read the book containing that picture of course.  
I hope I have remembered all the facts correctly. I do not know where Charles is now living or 
what has happened to him. Although still listed in the current telephone directory at his 
previous address, he is clearly not there now. I do not know Yvonne's maiden name either. 
Charles was an Artillery officer in WWII I believe. Chas Chomondeley has apparently moved 
to Darwin and is thought to be with his daughter who lives up there. 
 

Regards to all Jack Whittaker    <jack_whittaker@hotmail.com> 
 

Right is a dark mini rack of 

the HRO styled 941 SWB 

receiver (and to the right of that 
again is an Australian Kingsley 
for easy comparison), these are to 
be found in the Kapiti Coast Early 
Settlers Museum, north of 
Wellington as part of the Jock 
White collection. The receiver is 
the Collier and Beale, NZPO 
model 941 SWB [9 valves, made 
1941] - Phil McGechie did an 
item on these in NZVRS Bulletin 
17-4 (Feb 1997). The SWB is 
similar to the HRO (and 
Kingsley), but a New Zealand 
special, manufactured by Collier 
and Beale, Wellington, for NZ 
Government Services  - 
production was possibly as high 
as 200 sets! 
 

Des Davey, Te Kuiti writes; 

My thanks to those who replied to my call for a 5Y4 valve in the August 2010 NZVRS 
bulletin. Thanks to all those from across NZ who phoned me, I got a 5Y4 from a member in 
Taumarunui and the tablegram is now going well again. Well done all!   Kind regards, Des. 
 

Ewan Herbert of Waihi writes; 

Dear David & Bruce, Thank you both for locating and forwarding the information regarding 
the rewinding of power transformers. I have recently constructed my second winding machine 
and new ideas are always welcome.  
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Erratum: to Metric Prefixes in Electronics – page 29 in the 

previous bulletin (Vol 31, No.3  August 2010) 
Seems there was an error in my recent Metric Prefixes article. Would you please include an 
"Errata" notice in the next Bulletin. Thanks John Walker. 

 

Table 1. International System of Units (SI)-Metric Units 
Prefix   Symbol  Multiplication Factor 
(Basic unit)  x100 = 1 
deci  d x10-1 = 0.1  (one tenth) 
centi  c x10-2 = 0.01  (one hundredth) 
 

 

A Taranaki Find – a Federal F40 Orthosonic 
One of our local collectors has just had this set delivered and it's not new. It has been in storage 
for some considerable time and still has all the batteries and eliminators connected although we 
think the batteries might be dead by now.  This is a Federal Ortho-Sonic Model F-40 seven 
valve battery and has an EM speaker with it's own AC power supply. 
The collector wishes to remain anonymous at this time but as we delve further into set and its 
history we will provide further information and photographs to be published. 
Kind Regards 
Graeme Lea  <grarich@paradise.net.nz> 
 

See Alan Douglas – Radio Manufacturers of the 1920’s – Vol 1 pages 216 and following.  
Advert – the set sold for US$400 in August 1926 ! 
Ernst Erb’s Radio Museum (www.radiomuseum.org) has the following summary: 
 

Federal F40 Orthosonic 

Country:     United States of America (USA) 
Manufacturer/Brand:   Federal Radio Corp. 
Year: 1926   Type: Radio or Tuner 
Valves / Tubes  7: CX301A CX301A CX301A CX301A or CX112A 

CX301A CX112A or CX371A 
Principle   TRF without reaction (non regenerative direct receiver) 
Tuned circuits   5 AM circuit(s) 
Wave bands   Broadcast only (MW). 
Power type and voltage  Batteries (storage and/or dry cell) 
Loudspeaker/pwr.out  Loudspeaker incorporated but system not known. 
Material    Wooden case 
Shape    Console, Lowboy (legs < 50 %). 
Dimensions (WHD)  ?? 
Notes    Stretcher base. One dial (primary tuning control knob). 

Also found with 199 tubes. 
Price in first year of sale  $400  
External source of data  Ernst Erb 
Source of data   Radio Collector`s Guide 1921-  
Circuit diagram reference  Rider's Perpetual, Volume 1 = 1931/1934 (for 1919-1931) 
Mentioned in   The Radio Collector Grinder, 1995 
Literature/Schematics  Radio Manufacturers of the 1920s, Vol 1, Alan Douglas 
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Above; part of 
the Taranaki 
‘Find’! 
 
On right; an 
extract from a 
Federal advert 
from 1926. 
(See Alan 
Douglas’s 
Radio 
Manufacturers 
of the 1920’s  
Pages 205 ~ 
219) 
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Help wanted 
To identify this large American 16 tube chassis with 5 bands: two FM Bands (channels 20 – 

100, and 210 – 300), standard broadcast, and two shortwave bandspreads; 31 and 25 meters (9 

– 10 MHz & 11.2 – 12.6 MHz). 
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Circuit includes a motor drive band change (just visible to the left of the covered tuning 

capacitor bank), 12 pushbuttons, 110 volt operation and a centre dial ‘magic eye’. 

16 tubes include: 6SB7Y, 6SG7 (2 of), 6SJ7 (2 of), 6SH7, 6Q7 (3 of), 6H6, 6SL7, 6SN7, 

6L6G (2 of), 5R4GY, 6U5. 
 

 

Size is approx 15.5 wide, 12.5 deep, 8.5 inches high. Ex gramophone unit mounted face up as 

fitted with metal tube retaining clips. See the photos here and also Betty Johnson “Guide to 

Old Radios” page 112 for a similar dial on the GEC X415. [Perhaps as was more usual in the 

USA at that time, the X415 has 5 bands; BC 540 to 1600 kHz, SW1 9.4 to 9.9 MHz SW2 11.6 to 

12.1 MHz, FM1 42 to 50 MHz, FM2 88 to 108 MHz. The FM Bands for Bryan’s set are 

indicated in channels. Note from Wikipedia “In the United States, FM broadcasting stations 

operate from 87.8 MHz to 108.0 MHz, for a total of 20.2 MHz. This is divided into 101 

channels, each 0.2 MHz wide, designated "channel 200" through "channel 300." In actual 

practice, no one (except the FCC) uses these channel numbers; the frequencies are used 

instead. The lowest, channel 200, extends from 87.8 MHz to 88.0 MHz; with a center frequency 

(cf) of 87.9 MHz, Channel 201; 88.1 MHz, and so on, up to channel 300; cf of 107.9 MHz.] 

The removable rear backplate allows access to the push button terminal setup “remove screws 

to adjust and replace” and there is a ‘series 13’ stamped on it as can be seen from the photo. 

Chassis number is 17361. Inputs for balanced FM antenna (D & D) and unbalanced A & G. 

There are also: “Wire Record” (7 pin socket) and RCA sockets for “Phono” and “Telev”. The 

adjustable pot on the rear right is labelled “Squelch”, and the speaker socket is 7 pin. 

The front has a simple layout; volume control and bass slider on left, tuning control and treble 

slider on right, with 11 push button below the dial scale.   

I would like to get this going as the chassis is all there and the motor driven bandswitching is 

working. All valves appear intact and there seems very little work to be done … just the odd 

caps etc. 

Contact Bryan Marsh, 20 Rimu Raod, Managere Bridge, Auckland 2022. 

Tel: 09- 636 7712 or email macs.house@clear.net.nz. 
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La Wood Electronics and Robin Wood  
 

The editor recently had a very pleasant afternoon with Robin Wood; the founder and managing 

director of Wood Electronics Manufacturing Ltd - formally La Wood Television Ltd, and 

gathered a little of the folk history that surrounded La Wood and the electronics industry in 

those times. [Any errors or omissions in this extract are entirely the fault of the scribe. The 

opinions are those of the source. Ed] 
 

Robin Wood grew up in Gisborne and on leaving school worked in the service section of the 

Gisborne branch of Columbus Radio. While here, he applied for a radio apprenticeship with 

Radio Corporation Ltd in Petone (the manufactures of Columbus Radios and parent company 

of the Columbus Radio stores throughout NZ).  However, with the takeover of Radio Corp by 

PYE in Waihi (and its surprise closure in the early 1960’s) the apprenticeship did not 

eventuated. [This may not have been such a bad thing considering Robin’s future activities.] 

Giving up waiting, Robin travelled north to Auckland to see what the scene was like and while 

there applied for apprenticeships at Bell Radio, Mountjoys and Autocrat Radio.   

Mountjoys was a somewhat basic service establishment, and Al Bell had just taken on what he 

thought was a reasonable quantity of apprentices, so when Autocrat offered Robin a training 

position as a Radio and TV apprentice he immediately accepted it.  

During the four years serving his apprenticeship, Robin met and struck up a friendship with 

Ellis Laurence. Laurence had been with F&P and together they decided to set up their own 

part-time business in television set production, producing six metal cabinet 21” B & W 

televisions from imported Plessey and Rola kits.  These six sets were sold to Tom Hughes who 

operated a TV rental service called Easyvision in Ponsonby Road – remember this is about 

1963 when TV service in New Zealand was still in its infancy. Tom paid for the 6 sets and 

ordered 6 more. After diligent assembly by Robin and Ellis the additional 6 sets were delivered 

and a cheque from Tom presented – only to have it bounce (meanwhile Tom had skipped to 

Australia). Robin still has this cheque framed on his wall as a reminder of the risks in business 

and unfortunately, an event to be repeated. 

The initial partnership of Ellis Laurence and Robin Wood had produced the name of “La 

Wood”.  Ellis Laurence however had a family to feed and soon dropped out of the partnership. 

Meanwhile a Colin Brookes, ex Liverpool and ex Autocrat, joined Robin and the company La 

Wood Television Ltd was formed.   

About 1965 the company moved from Ponsonby to Onehunga and continued the TV 

production using EDAC TV kits with a Philips Tuner - but on a one piece chassis, in a similar 

circuit to the original EDAC / Autocrat / Bell designs but without the Philips inspired, multi 

panelled steel chassis nightmare.  The TVs produced during this time were of course all black 

and white sets.  

Robin gained some additional capital by means of a bank loan with his father as guarantor. 

They then took on their first real employee; Bill Patient as a wiring and mechanical hand to 

assist in the manufacture and assemble of the sets. The Brookes and Wood partnership 

however only lasted about 18 months.  
 

At about this time Robin married, and the company having no sales staff at the time meant the 

honeymoon became the La Wood sales trip. The demonstration model TV was part of the 

luggage in the Austin Mini and at the first retailer demonstration, the cardboard box cover was 

dramatically pulled off with a flourish and out cascaded a cloud of confetti – an immediate 

sales hit! 
 

A retailer in Marton (Rangitikei Refrigeration) owned by Earle Prujean took on the brand but 

had problems with a particular later set. This set was fixed and returned several times. The last 
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time Earle dropped it off as he was passing through Auckland as he had just sold his business 

to become a Beggs Store manager in Northland. This did not work out for Earle the way he 

would have liked and so when he called in to La Wood again, some time later, he had a very 

long chat with Robin and ended up joining La Wood as the sales manager.  This led to the 

forming of a second company – La Wood Wholesalers Ltd in which Earle held shares.  They 

also opened a branch in Christchurch – one which Robin never got to visit, but Earle called in 

and checked the operation during each of his South Island sales trips.  

La Wood by then was into car radio production. Three models were initially produced – a very 

slim-line under dash set, a standard dimension ‘in dash’ unit and a push button model all using 

modular plug in PCB’s with no wire links and germanium transistor complimentary symmetry 

output. There was also an auto-tune version of these sets that had an excellent motor drive 

tuner controlled from a separate, sharply tuned IF. This provided an excellent tune each time 

and was superior in design to that of Autocrat. The Autocrat used the normal signal path IF agc 

to “autotune” – but this usually resulted in imperfect ‘just over the edge of selectivity skirt’ 

whichever way it tuned.  

La Wood were the first and only company to produce a New Zealand designed and built car 

radio cassette unit (AM only, with auto stop mechanism) and even exported it to Australia. 
 

The competition in this market at the time were PYE, Philips and Autocrat, with Bell later 

entering the market with a direct copy the La Wood slim line SSM2 they called the Shelby.  

As this was the period of import licences and control (even for components), licence holders 

could control the supply of imported parts supply into the country and especially to their 

competitors.  The industry appeared to be under the control of the larger companies who had 

the ability to “acquire” critical component import licences; the likes of Autocrat, PYE, Philips, 

Bell, DRECO were very much an “old boy” network or “who you know” club that had little 

room for newcomers. 

For example; the permeability tuner was an essential item for stable station tuning in a car 

radio replacing the tuning gang (remember this was before FM radio was introduced). Robin 

was introduced to a gentleman in Hawera who was an electrical importer and held an import 

licence that covered “electrical parts”. After some negation, a price was agreed upon for Robin 

to buy enough of the import licence to allow the direct import of the required permeability 

tuners from Japan.  After some time Inductance Specialists Ltd in Tauranga began local 

production of a permeability tuning unit, but the stability and quality was not as good as the 

cheaper imported Mitsumi item.  
 

La Wood also produced wooden mantel radios similar to the plastic cabinet Bell Colt, initially 

of a hybrid circuit with a two valve RF and transistor audio (the radio frequency transistors of 

the day were still rather noisy). Later the RF section was changed to a Siemens TDA440 IC 

and the audio to an Ates audio output IC.  

The La Wood productions of car and mantle radios along with entertainment centres were true 

NZ manufacturing; the PCBs were their own designs, screen printed, drilled and assembled in 

their own local factory. The metal work chassis were manufactured by Anglo Engineering 

(Charlie Curle) and the wooden cabinets made in Auckland and Hamilton. 
 

A conscious decision was made to stay completely out of colour television production - manly 

because La Wood by this time had increased its silk screen printed circuit department to take 

on production not only for their own products, but also all PCB’s and dial scales for DRECO 

(Majestic) and Thorn’s Stereo, Radio and Colour TV models.  
 

The first Onehunga La Wood plant was behind the shops at 137 Queen Street, down a small 

alleyway, in an outbuilding. There the screen printing and PCB etching occurred - operated by 
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Alf Maddock (ex Autocrat) and in another small 2 storied brick building across the way, was 

the assembly factory. Later La Wood took over the building next door as well, this being the 

old Onehunga Auckland Savings Bank building. 

As the staff of La Wood grew it was obvious new premises were needed. The Clarks Shoe 

factory at 74 Princess Street, Onehunga, became available and was fitted out as the complete 

La Wood factory. At its height of production 60 staff were employed there.  
 

However the change in import licensing (to Complete Knock Down (CKD), Semi Knock 

Down (SKD) and fully built up (FBU) units) in the late 1970s shifted La Woods fortunes from 

good profits to a loss. An industry adviser from the Ministry of Economic Development visited 

La Wood and suggested that their product presentation was a little lacking, as now La Wood 

products were up against imports that had a far better eye appeal and finish. The Japanese 

products now available from National, Sanyo and Sharp looked better.  To improve their look, 

La Wood now produced their home stereo products and car radios with vacuum formed plastic 

fronts. This was a far cheaper production process for the low production runs required than 

injection moulding with its high initial die making costs. 
 

After the MOED adviser’s visit, La Wood were allocated an SKD import licence and they 

imported Roadstar car radio kits for local assembly and then supplied these to Toyota for their 

‘on line’ production fitting into Toyota cars manufactured here in New Zealand. 
 

However, the original equipment arrangement was fraught with difficulties; as AM was the 

only band available for broadcast radio at the time, the car electrics needed to be reasonably 

well suppressed for RF interference. This was not something that was high on the Corolla 

production priorities as the cars still worked fine without these suppressors of course. 

Eventually it was agreed to ‘on line’ install an ignition suppressor in every Corolla, but this 

was about the time the radio supply contract to Toyota was up for re tendering and La Wood 

lost out to Alpine.  

The La Wood companies then had a name change - dropping the ‘La’ to become ‘Wood 

Electronics Manufacturing’ and ‘Wood Electronics Marketing Ltd’. 
 

The Roadstar radios had been set up with an FM tuning band at least 18 months before the 

introduction of FM service in New Zealand. When FM broadcasting finally did arrive, the 

installed and aftermarket Roadstar car radios were ready and immediately worked well. Much 

of this success was due to Jonny Johnson (ex Autocrat) – the factory manager, who ensured the 

best product, with all features enabled and working, reached the market.  

The first Toyota Celica’s also had Wood assembled ETR Roadstar units ‘on line’ installed. 

These had a steering wheel remote control system linked to the radio via an opto-coupler 

arrangement. There was a rather frantic Christmas holiday spent by Robin designing and 

debugging this concept to get it to work effectively within the confined space behind the dash.   
 

The La Wood company was the first in NZ to assemble and market FM car stereos, autoreverse 

car radio cassettes, built in graphic equalisers and music search car cassette players - all of 

Roadstar origin.  These Roadstar kits were an excellent product but this suddenly came to an 

end when the Roadstar company went bankrupt. The Roadstar Japanese managing director was 

imprisoned for attempted robbery after a hold-up in which he was trying to source some ready 

cash. [The Roadstar name however has resurfaced in Switzerland. Ed.] 
 

Wood then changed to Winstar products from Korea, but the quality was not up to the same 

standard as the former Roadstar products. By now Wood had assembled and marketed car 

audio products from Roadstar, Winstar, Fujitsu Ten, Blaupunkt and Freeway their own brand.  
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Wood concentrated on the car audio and home entertainment market but the 4
th
 Labour 

Government was elected to office and immediately removed import licensing - allowing 

anybody to import fully built up product. Before this change, there had been seven brands of 

car audio products in NZ but within a few months this had increased to over forty. Assembly 

and production factories throughout NZ closed and Wood’s staff dropped from 60 to 12. At 

this stage Wood were trading as agents for high-end audio and video products; including the 

importing of fully assembled Nokia large screen televisions, Blaupunkt Car Audio systems, 

and installing specialised television, radio and audio facilities into higher end vehicles and 

tourist coaches.  

In 1995, Robert Bosch of the parent company of Blaupunkt, took back control of their brand in 

New Zealand and Wood Electronics Marketing Ltd became the sole New Zealand agent for 

Clarion Car / Marine Audio Visual equipment. At the same time, Wood increased its 

involvement with the USA company Cerwin - Vega, manufacturers of high level LOUD 

speakers, Knoll Home Systems, Boss Car A/V and other consumer electronic products. 
 

A little while after further downsizing Wood relocated to Robin’s new building at 118 Asquith 

Ave, Western Springs - purpose built for distribution, sales and marketing. They continued 

business there for a further sixteen years.  
 

In February 2009 the sale of the Clarion and Boss stock to Eurotech Ltd (MD Josi Hart) was 

initially seen as a good outcome for the final closure of Wood Electronics, but yet again “the 

cheque bounced” and Robin found himself a lot out of pocket. 
 

Robin Wood is now semi retired, working out of an industrial unit in Henderson planning his 

next venture or not. 
 

La Wood manufacturing summary: 

• home entertainment and television manufacturing 1964 – 1989, 

• assembly 1981 – 1987 

• import distribution company from 1987 – 2009. 
 

 

An early transistorised dual band (MW & SW) set of La Wood NZ production. 
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Here is a Sam Lowe example of Majestic cabinet rebuild. Before (top) 

and after (lower). The correct matching knobs are still to be made. 
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Sam Lowe’s process and techniques 

used in producing a mirror finish 

replacement cabinet for a small, 

broken Air King radio. 
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RCA Model R-28-P entry in the AGM Restoration Competition 
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An example of the excellent craftsmanship of Albert Smith, Chch. 
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Servicing the AVO VCM Mk 1 & 11     from Don Beswick 
Additional details of these classic VCMs continued from the last bulletin. 

 

Replacing the diodes in the grid bias supply.  

If the preset controls R.5 (Vg) and R.12 (Gm) need adjusting when testing a standardised valve 

then it means that the calibration factor of 0.525 no longer applies. The discrepancy is probably 

caused by ageing of the selenium tubular rectifiers on the tagboard, they are the 16K9 in the 

grid voltage supply and the KG1 in the one-volt supply which opposes grid voltage and 

measures mutual conductance. Selenium rectifiers deteriorate with age and their forward 

resistance and forward volt drop tends to increase. In addition they have a slight reverse 

leakage current. (In applications such as battery chargers they had the advantage that they will 

withstand excessive overload currents and still survive). In the VCM Mk II, I have replaced the 

selenium rectifiers with silicon diodes which are more stable, and have fitted a BY127 in place 

of the 16K9 and a BY126 in place of the KG1. For many years these were in effect an industry 

standard, although other diodes could be used. The average DC current is only a few mA. I 

have found experimentally that the new calibration factor is approximately 0.48 when silicon 

diodes are fitted, and that a resistor of 2k2 is needed in series with R.5. 
 

The protective relay. 

The protective relay has two coils wound in opposite directions, one carries the anode current 

and the other carries the screen current. It is called a polarised relay. The anode and screen are 

fed from AC supplies, and the anode and screen currents flow only during the positive half 

cycles which means that the currents are half wave rectified AC (or pulsating DC).  

The ampere-turns of anode current creates the magnetic flux to energise the relay while the 

ampere-turns of screen current creates a demagnetising flux. The relay will not protect against 

an overload of anode current, but if the screen current becomes excessive (more than 34-38 

mA), it produces enough demagnetising flux to cancel that produced by the anode current and 

the relay will de-energise and open the circuit. If the valve has an internal short between anode 

and cathode or screen and cathode (as in a gassy valve) then there is no longer any rectifying 

action in the valve and the anode or screen current will be an AC current. With the first half 

cycle of reverse current the relay will de-energise and open the circuit, thus disconnecting the 

AC supplies. 
 

Meter Protection. 

A worthwhile addition is to place a silicon diode such as a BY126 or 1N4001 etc. in the 

forward direction across the meter terminals so that in the event of a severe overload most of 

the current will be diverted through the silicon diode. With the meter reading FSD the diode 

reduces the deflection by about 2 % which is still acceptable, whereas a germanium diode 

(which conducts at a lower voltage) reduces the deflection by about 10 % which is too much. 

On the meters that I have seen, the green wire was the positive and the white wire was the 

negative. You should confirm this, and if this applies to your VCM then the anode of the diode 

goes to the lug with the green wire and the cathode to the lug with the white wire. If you don't 

want to do soldering inside the VCM then you can solder a lug on to each end of the diode and 

mount it under the terminal nuts. These VCM's, like other equipment of this vintage, use B.A. 

(British Association) threads, mainly the even B.A's; 2, 4, and 6.  
 

The Grid supply voltage.  

When the circuit selector is set to CHECK(C), the calibration voltage should bring the pointer 

up to the black mark on the outer scale. The calibration voltage comes from the grid voltage 

supply and this voltage should remain the same when the Vg switch is set to xl or x10. In other 

words the loading on the grid volts supply should remain the same for both settings.  
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The grid volts supply for Vg x1 looks like this; 

 
 

The transformer voltage is approximately 141 volts (RMS) which means that the peak voltage 

is 1.414 times 141 volts which equals 200 volts. For a half wave rectified waveform the 

average DC voltage is 0.318 of peak, while the RMS value is 0.5 of peak. In other words the 

form factor is 1.57 (not 1.11). If we disregard the volt drop across the rectifier then the average 

DC voltage from the rectifier is 0.318 times 200 which equals 63.6 volts. The 5k pot R5 (on 

the tagboard above the transformer) is adjusted to give 52.5 volts as the grid voltage supply. 

Notice that R9 has the same value as the Vg pot (20K) and that R6 (with its trimming resistors) 

needs to be nine times the resistance of the Vg pot to give a ten to one attenuation.  

The grid volts supply for Vg x10 looks like this; 
 

 
 

In the first case the 180k resistor was in series with the 20k Vg pot and now it is in series with 

the 20k resistor R9. In each case the loading consists of 20k in parallel with 200k so that 

switching from xl to xl0 maintains the same loading and hence the same calibration voltage. 

In the Vg xl0 position the wirewound Vg pot has the entire 52.5 volts DC across it. Remember 

that the form factor in this circuit is 1.57, so the RMS voltage across the pot is 1.57 times 52.5 

which equals 82 volts. The wattage dissipated is V
2
 divided by R which is 82

2 
divided by 

20,000. This equals 6724/20,000 or 3362/10,000 which is close to 1/3 watt. 
 

The original grid volts pot looks as though it could handle about 10 watts which shows the 

generous safety factor provided by AVO. I have never seen a burnt out control but have found 

a break in the resistance wire due to wear and tear over many years. If you need to replace this 

pot and do not have a 20k pot you could use a wirewound 22k pot or 25k pot provided all the 
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other resistors are changed, for example with a 22k pot R9 must also be 22k, and R6 (with its 

trimming resistors) must be nine times this or 198k (eg 180k + 18k). 
 

Calibration Voltage. 

The meter has a resistance of approximately 100 ohms and has a full scale deflection of 440 

microamps. The black calibration mark on the outer scale is at 84% FSD which corresponds to 

370 microamps. The calibration voltage comes through a 125k resistor to the meter (and its 

resistance can be disregarded) and 52.5 volts divided by 125k gives 420 µA. We know that 

370µA goes through the meter, so that 50µA goes through the shunt (marked "S" on the 

tagboard above the transformer).  The ratio of the current in the meter to that in the shunt is 

370 divided by 50 which equals 7.4. The meter takes 7.4 times as much current as the shunt, 

hence the resistance of the shunt is 7.4 times that of the meter. The meter is 100 ohms, so the 

setting of the shunt (in this case a 5k pot) will be 740 ohms or very close to it. The shunt is 

adjusted with the use of an external meter as in step 2 of the calibration instructions, and the 

adjustment of the pointer to the black calibration mark is done by trimming the 125k resistor, 

e.g. use 120k with a small trimming resistor in series or by shunting the 125k resistor with a 

high value resistor. In this situation the total current from the grid volts supply will be slightly 

above or below the theoretical figure of 420µA.  

 
 

Rotary Switches and Pots.  

Most of the rotary switches are OAK switches which can be repaired and many different types 

of wafers can be salvaged from radios, test equipment, and general electrical and electronic 

equipment. One unusual fault was traced to leakage between two contacts that were 

piggybacked on one side of the wafer because there were central rings on both sides of the 

rotating section of the wafer. These contacts should normally be insulated from each other but 

in this case there was about 10k leakage resistance and in the TEST position (with the grid 

volts on the xl range) the voltage across the grid volts pot was about 12 volts instead of 5.25 

volts. In other words the bias was far too high and the valves all tested as though they were 

weak.  

Repairing this fault required disconnecting and removing the transformer, disconnecting and 

removing the CIRCUIT SELECTOR switch, disconnecting and removing the first three 

wafers, and finally drilling out the rivet holding the paxolin washer, then fitting an 8BA screw 

(with fine sleeving) and putting everything back together. Hours of work in that job. A squirt 

of CRC had been tried but it lasted only for a few hours so the job had to be done properly. 

The two rotary switches for anode volts and screen volts appear to be very similar to the two 

switches in the model 7 and model 8 Avometers. The switches in the VCM have 17 positions 

and a stop at the 18th position while those in the multimeters have 18 positions and can turn 

through 360 degrees. If you have a damaged AVO multimeters, please don't throw it away – 

the switches might be adaptable to a VCM. 

Wirewound pots such as the grid volts pot may give contact trouble, and it may be due to 

hardening of the grease on the resistance track and also on the central ring which connects to 

the base of the wiper arm as it rotates. This can be cleaned with a cotton bud soaked with CRC. 
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One pot that may give trouble is the rear section of the ganged backing-off (set zero) control. 

The front section is a linear 500 ohm section while the rear section is a non-linear 1400 ohm 

section. The circular resistance track has three segments wound with different resistance wire 

to give increasing resistance as the pot is advanced clockwise, a bit like a logarithmic pot 

(volume control). The ends of the wires on each segment appear to be twisted together, and I 

have seen one of the wires break at the twist. One would have to dismantle the pot completely 

and remove one turn from each segment and twist them together. This is major surgery and 

may not be successful when the resistance wire has become oxidised. One possibility would be 

to replace the rear section with a linear section, or possibly replace the ganged pots with a two 

gang 11 position wafer switch with equal resistors on the front section to give a total of 500 

ohms and increasing values on the rear section to give a total of about 1400 ohms. However it 

so happens that the set zero control is not essential. Mutual conductance can be measured 

simply by pressing the MA/V button (which subtracts one volt from the bias) and noting the 

increase in anode current. The Mk III and IV VCM's use two separate controls which appear to 

be linear and that would make replacements a lot easier to find. In the Mks III and IV the 

anode current is backed off to zero, and when the METER SWITCH set to the mA/V position 

the grid bias is reduced by one volt. The increase in current will be seen on the meter, and the 

actual value of the increase is found by varying the SET mA/V control to bring the pointer to a 

reference mark on the scale.  

If the roller selector switch becomes hard to turn, it's not much use spraying CRC into it. The 

selector switch can be removed (noting carefully the connections to the end) and the switch 

dismantled and the bakelite rings and the bearing surfaces cleaned with a damp rag, and then 

reassembled. Do this only when absolutely necessary.  
 

Other replacements. 

When testing rectifier valves the 

circuit includes an 8µF electrolytic 

capacitor, and if it is the original then 

it would be advisable to replace this. 

A 350 volt rating is quite adequate. 

The contacts of the overload relay 

have 0.05µF waxed paper capacitors 

across them, and these capacitors are 

clamped to the end of the frame of 

the push button mechanism. The 

capacitors should be 600 volt rating 

and since the modern ones are much 

smaller they can be wired directly to 

the terminal board of the relay. The 2BA threaded rod which held the original capacitor clamps 

also holds the 1/6A selenium disc rectifiers in brass U-shaped brackets. These rectifiers are 

now showing their age. I tested three recently with a model 7 AVO and the first had a forward 

resistance of 300 ohms and a reverse resistance of 50k, the second had resistances of 180 ohms 

and 10k and the third had readings of 100 ohms and 15k. The red disc at the end is the cathode. 

These can be replaced with a silicon diode (BY126, 1N4002 etc) mounted on a piece of 

tagstrip which can be screwed to one side of the brass bracket. The distance between the two 

lugs must be greater than the width of the bracket, and the piece of tagstrip can be fastened 

with a 2BA screw. After replacing the above parts and the EA50 screen rectifier (if needed) the 

VCM should remain stable and give good results for many years.  

Owners wanting more information are welcome to ring or write, and all letters will be 

answered.   Don Beswick, 283 Happy Valley Rd, Wellington 6023   Tel: 04-383 6723 
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 Some publicity pictures of Radio 1936 Ltd assembly lines. 
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Radio 1936 Ltd test shop above and below – perhaps at different periods. 

I wonder what those flagons were used for on the rear bench - soak tests? 
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The Serviceman Who Tells: 

A Ridiculous, but also Quite Fun Job.   From Murray  
 

This is this "Courier" radio, same as a 1936 

round dial "Skyscraper" tombstone made in 

New Zealand by Ultimate.  This one, a model 

"ABC" has spent many years in a cowshed 

sporting the valve line-up: RF: type 15, 

Converter: 1C6, I.F.: type 15, Audio: types 31, 

34, 30, and 19. Running from a 6v car battery.   

The bloke said his grandmother had it, and 

only the best was good enough for her. So he 

wants it running from the AC mains. He said 

he would do up the cabinet if the chassis was 

fixable. No sweat.    

Only twice have I done this conversion. Well 

of course it had to be UX lineup, and as it has 

a permag speaker, 6v not 2.5 volt. Made sure I 

had the right valves: RF: 6D6 (or a type78), 

Converter: 6A7, I.F.: 6D6(78), Audio: 6B7 and 

42, with 80 rectifier.  The only socket not 

changed was one of the 4 pin ones in perfect 

position for the 80. Upon first investigation, 

rodents had inhabited it for some time, and 

upon removing the chassis, a centimetre (half 

inch) layer of husks and crud was completely 

covering the bottom of the cabinet under the 

chassis. The chassis by the audio section really 

pitted with rust as they urinated on the warmth of the set. Fortunately that's where the cutout 

for the flat mounted power tranny would be.  

The first session is to change the 5 pin type 15 sockets to 6 pin 6D6 ones. Then change the 6 

pin 1C6 one to the 7 pin 6A7 job. Then rewire the front end with parallel heaters and, 

consulting data, the correct components (only one resister altered) for the AC valves. Good.  

Making sure of course no modern plastic wire in use, digging out suitable fabric covered wire, 

plus ones rescued from rewiring the set. 

The next step is clear out all the redundant stuff from the audio/power supply section, just 

keeping a 4 pin socket marked "30" for the 80, and a 5 pin one on the back called "BAT" for 

the speaker plug. 

Gave the top of the chassis in that part a good scrape down, wire brushing, a bit of panel 

beating, clean with meths and put on a bit of gold paint to tidy things up a bit. Also some under 

the chassis. 

With the transformer cutout made and bolt holes drilled, a good filter choke found and 

mounted and 7 pin 6B7, and 6 pin 42 sockets in, time to wire up the heaters, HT etc.    Always 

put in the reticulation before installing the components. Normally the power transformer would 

also be installed and connected in at this stage; however that still yet to be wound. As the 

speaker is a permag, the HT winding will be 285-0-285 with 5v rect and 6.3v other heaters. 

Still, the rest of the circuit can be completed and other work done, without the transformer in 

place. In fact the set is lighter and easier to move without it.  
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With the components in, the 

next thing is to get the controls 

working. The switch which on 

these sets is usually the "local-

distance" one, was used to 

switch off the dial lamps, 

probably to save battery power. 

That rotary toggle was 

absolutely wrecked, but 

fortunately I did have a good 

identical one, so that was 

installed and connected to bridge 

out a sizable resister in the 

cathode of the RF stage for 

distance, and reduce 

considerably the RF gain on 

"local".  Resister still temporary 

until set going to determine 

optimum size.   The tone control 

was also resurrected with new 

cable from the far corner of the 

set to the usual .0033 cap from 

output plate to deck.  

Next the tuning drive. I have 

encountered these Ultimate 

tuning drives before, as I'm sure 

have other members. I have no 

idea what other people do, but 

they consist of two discs with a 

rubber idler wheel between. The 

wheel invariably becomes 

extremely perished with a 

groove in the middle caused by 

the discs. Not spring loaded, 

they may work OK when new 

but...  In the past I have wrapped 

amalgamating tape tightly 

around them, but the only way to 

get them to work is to spring 

load them. And you won't get 

away with one spring, but on 

front and back. Dial springs are 

good. At the wheel end is a large 

brass hub, and a small hole has 

to be drilled (less than one 

millimetre) in the middle of the 

edge, and another meeting it 

from the outside near the edge, 

giving a sort of right-angled hole 

which the spring can be got into. 
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At the other end is a 3/16
th
 WW 

thread which has in fact plenty 

of room for two lock-nuts. The 

earthing lug can be sandwiched 

between these and also the 

spring, or it can perhaps be 

hooked onto the end if room, 

with the washers each side of the 

casting snug, but with 

movement.  

The hole is deliberately 

oversized for adjustment but the 

aluminium casting can easily be 

filed to give more room for 

movement. The springs can be 

easily clipped onto the chassis, 

the outside one in the grommet 

hole of the gang, the inside one 

onto a small hole drilled in line 

with it. Oiling the washers each 

side of the casting and adjusting 

the tension on each spring will 

get it working really nicely, and 

arguably how they should have 

done it in the first place. 

But, with only the tape you have 

a somewhat soft wheel, so that if 

it is left on one station for any 

length of time the discs sink in 

and you end up with a somewhat 

lumpy feel when tuning around. There is a bloke on the internet who will re-rubber your reel-

to-reel tape deck pressure roller, and sending one’s wheel to him would be a very good thing to 

do. However, what I did was get the revolving part of a "safety" top from a thinners container, 

and cut a hoop off that. That part has no screw thread and just a good size. Sanded down the 

rubber for a very tight fit, and a few rounds of the amalgamating tape really tight over it gave a 

very positive result.  

That done, the wave change interlink was rusted solid, but soaking it in penetrating stuff, 

dissembling it and reassembling with modern oil, greasing the clicker and "CRC"-ing the 

switch contacts got the wave-change moving.  

Replaced the output transformer with one to match the 42, and now for a nice new power 

transformer for the set. 

Right; power transformer created (6 turns-per-volt, polyester-imide wire, mylar, and so on -- 

I'm particular about my trannies. Maybe I should do a piece on them…) and installed and 

connected up. With valves installed (pins dipped in "CRC") meter on HT, time to fire up. I 

used a 78 in the RF stage and a 6D6 in the IF actually - just good ones of those I had.   With 

the valves warmed up the HT stood at a good 260 volts. 

The first thing to do was to set up the 6B7 pentode. I had in a 150K plate load, 1K in the 

cathode, and temporary screen resister of 2.2meg. One has to be careful with this, as too small 

screen resister, and all the current goes out the screen, causing much lowered plate volts and 

big screen watts.  
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The 2M2 gave far too few screen 

volts, but a 1Meg caused the 

above scary result. However, a 

1M2 one gave Plate: 150v, 

Screen: 37v, and cathode about 

1.2v.  Perfect! 

So, great audio, but there still 

ain't no stations! Checked plate 

volts on front end and IFs. All 

there, so coils obviously OK 

(hooray!)  I'd used the usual 33k 

screen resister in such sets and 

this put the screens at 90 volts. 

So the old crackle test again, with 

finger on small screwdriver. 

(adage: "Always keep one hand 

in pocket when working on live 

set") 

Plenty of IF activity, and big 

result scratching the 6A7 plate; 

silence though on the grid. Must 

have selected a dud 6A7 I guess. 

Well this other one sports a 

sticker saying it was OK in 

1948... In with it. YAHOO! 

"Satisfaction" by the Rolling 

Stones at full volume.   Couldn't 

have been more appropriate if it'd 

tried!   That is a great permag 

speaker made by Rola in Oz. With speaker face-up on the bench my 42 came up with 

deafening volume. It was quite exhilarating! 

Check calibration, a bit of a tweek on the trimmers on a weak station towards the high end of 

the band. 531 PI there, and station beyond 1500 at the top end, so the set was already covering 

the extended dial, which used to be only 550 to 1500. 

I like to have a twiddle around the short wave in the middle of the night on such sets, and the 

two bands were very full and at full volume. I notice that the English language is becoming a 

minority on the short wave these days. 

A great Kiwi radio. Well worth the effort. With a set like that, one hardly needs a fifteen valve 

Midwest.  

This set has always been "off the grid". With that two volt line-up, it was obviously originally 

an "A" and "B" battery set. Pretty rare this late. Then it was converted to a 6v car battery. The 

current line up would work from a car battery. That is also confirmed by the switchable dial 

lamps (not a problem on car battery) and the 5-pin "Batt" socket on the back. Those remaining 

marked sockets (the "30" 80 socket) and of course the permag speaker, are souvenirs of it's off 

the grid days. 

A technician has nicely grommet mounted a platform in the side of the cabinet, visible in these 

photos to hold the vibrator HT supply. Many wirewound resisters visible in original chassis. I 

mounted my choke where they had their driver transformer on top. The choke under the 

chassis there was between the 6v battery and the filaments, which were connected in 

convoluted ways to bias the valves.  A nightmare of a circuit.   
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Southern Soundings    via Pete Ingram. 
 

Numbers were halved at our September meeting - nine rather than the usual eighteen. This was 

undoubtedly brought about by the rather energetic earthquake series Christchurch has had to 

suffer over the past few days. [Trust you’re more used to them by now! Ed.] Also our Jim was 

just out of the hospital workshops after a retune and secretary David Chapple was hiding in 

China, of all places. But it was still a good and useful evening. 
 

John Walker gave a brief demonstration of a neat piece of test equipment he had created to 

determine either frequency provision or inductance level of coils that he was about to 

incorporate in circuits he was building. John says such a task is good entertainment and is a 

long way cheaper than buying into expensive professionally built units that would certainly 

resist placing their components into old 36 Kodachrome slide containers as he sometimes does. 
 

David Fahy entered the premises with what appeared to be large sack of something on a spud 

barrow. The 'something' turned out to be a rather massive pre-war American signal generator 

created by Measurements Corp — their model 65b.  

David is lucky to have this piece of equipment to play with today, for 69 years ago; it had been 

sitting on a military workbench at Pearl Harbour when the infamous Japanese Navy air-raid 

took place. David's first operational problem is to find out what all the valve types within 

might have been, there being many vacated sockets.  
 

Pete Ingram then described 

the 10 channel STC TR1934 

[transceiver of 100-125Mc/s  

approx, motor drive tuning etc 

pictured on right] that Ian 

Thompson has recently 

donated to the RPS military 

collection. This beautifully 

constructed transceiver was 

standard issue for all 

Commonwealth military 

aircraft of British construction 

from 1948 until the early 

1970s. Our particular example 

came inside a civilianised 

DHC 'Chipmunk,' and in change of ownership to Ken Scott of North Canterbury as ZK-ZUC, 

the unit was removed for something somewhat lighter and perhaps also to provide a bit more 

space for an additional overnight bag. 
 

Terry Collins brought along a Rebecca IV DME (distance measuring equipment) that had lost 

its pressurised container somewhere, but all inside was mostly there. To prevent arcing of 

circuitry for units having to operate in aircraft airframes not pressurised for altitudes of 

typically 30,000 feet, it was necessary to get out the tyre pump and add a few more pounds of 

pressure periodically. The RNZAF utilised the DME in a limited fashion in their DH 'Devon' 

navigational trainers and in some of the DH T11 'Vampires' from the mid 1950s. An example 

of the unit's yagi wing antenna can be seen on the RNZAF Wigram Museum's DH 'Devon’.  
 

Albert Smith then had to prepare a supper equivalent to our Jim's normal making before all 

disappeared into the night to anticipate the periodic force 4 aftershock ripples underfoot. But 

not before Mark Atherton had won the raffle - a mint copy of the 2010 Jaycar catalogue. 
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MARKETPLACE 
Advertisements for the next bulletin should 
reach the editor by the 15

th
 of the prior 

month. These must be neatly hand printed, 
typed or printed on a separate page, posted 
to the NZVRS (for details see page 2) or 

emailed to nzvrs@pl.net   
Please - no verbal or telephoned adverts, 
also don’t forget to include some contact 
details; eg postal, telephone & email if 
applicable. There is no charge for 
members’ adverts but please remember that 
the NZVRS is not responsible for any 
transactions between members. 
 

AVAILABLE 
 

Valve Cartons – plain white flat packs 
• Small & GT size $12 per 100 
• Medium size $15 per 100 
• Large size $25 per 100 

Plus post and package per order. 

Contact: Paul Burt, 44 Hastings St West, 
Christchurch 8023.  
Tel: 03 - 960 7158, Mob: 021 0245 0084  
Email: dawn.lloyd@clear.net.nz  
 

NZVRS CAPACITORS for sale to 

members only please order via Gerry 
Billman, 30A Rowan Rd. Epsom, Auckland 
1023.  Email: billman@ihug.co.nz  
Tel: 09 - 625 6568  
Metal polyester film, axial leads, (µF): 
0.01 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.022 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.033 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.05 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.1 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.22 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.33 630 Volts 50 cents each 
1uF 400 Volts $1.00 each 
Electrolytic capacitors, polarized, axial 
10µF  450 Volts $1.50 each 
20µF 450 Volts $2.00 each 
40µF 450 Volts $3.00 each 
47uF 450 Volts $3.50 each 
100µF 450 Volts $5.00 each 
Lamps 6.3 volts 150 mA (low wattage)  
MES & Bayonet   50c each 

Please add $3.50 per order for post & package 
or contact Gerry direct for a postage quote.  
All cheques to be made out to the ‘NZVRS’ 
and crossed "Not Transferable" please.  
 

AVAILABLE 
One Majestic console radio to give away to a 
good home.  The original knobs have gone 
missing as has the mounting plate for the tone 
control. Both the plywood chassis board and 
speaker boards have delaminated but all the 
other parts are there. This is a Model 164 
cabinet that uses a Model 460-A chassis. 
Pictured below. 
Contact: Graeme Lea, Tel: 06 – 758 5344 
Email : grarich@paradise.net.nz 

 
AVAILABLE;   

Telequipment D-54 oscilloscope: 10 MHz 
dual trace, fully functional with full service / 
operators manual including fold-out circuit 
sheets. 
Contact:  Stu Stidolph, 3/15 Gebbie Rd, 
Taradale, Napier 4112.    Tel: 06-844 5591 
Email: stustid@paradise.net.nz 
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WANTED 
 

One HMV Model 473 (I think) that I would 
like to find another cabinet for. All the 
mechanics of the set are in really good 
order apart from one missing valve shield 
and knob.  Unfortunately the cabinet has 
been so devoured by borer that the speaker 
screws have actually fallen out! Pictured 
below. 
Can anybody help with this one? 
Contact: Graeme Lea, Tel: 06 – 758 5344 
Email: grarich@paradise.net.nz 

 
 
WANTED: 

A Kenwood R-5000 Communications 
Receiver in good working order and 
condition. 
Contact: Des Davey, 16 View Road, Te 
Kuiti 3910  Tel: 07- 878 7315 
 
The R5000 Looks like this: 
 

 

 
WANTED: 

An ARC5 239 kHz 3rd IF transformer 
(7269). 
Also a WS48 T17 microphone and morse 
key. 
Contact: Bill Cousins   
Tel: 03 - 579 3121 
Email: b.cousins@xtra.co.nz 
 
WANTED: 

For restoration projects, any service data / 
circuits for the following: 
Advance H-1 audio generator 
Marconi TF-995B/5 AM/FM signal generator 
Heathkit C-3U R-C bridge  
Any help would be greatly appreciated 
Contact:  Stu Stidolph, 3/15 Gebbie road,  
Taradale, Napier 4112.  Tel: 06-844 5591 
Email: stustid@paradise.net.nz 
 
WANTED: 

Manual for the Leader AC Millivoltmeter 
model LMV-85. Pictured below. Purchase or 
arrange for copy.  
Contact: Des Wright, 3 Tamatea Dr, Snells 
Beach 0920.      Tel: 09- 425 6068 
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Non-member request (1): 
Someone to repair a Blaupunkt Emden IV 
Car Radio (about 1970 era) that does not 
work on the FM band (AM is OK). 
The radio is a Blaupunkt Emden IV (111 
035 103 L) and the correct model for a 1972 
VW beetle that I have. It has a schematic 
diagram inside the radio. 
I have had it assessed by Betamorphis (a car 
radio repairer) here in Christchurch and was 
told that it has two faulty FM coils, that all 
dry solder joints looked good and it all 
worked well apart from the FM band. 

 

I was hoping that someone from the 
NZVRS might know someone who can do 
this type of work? Regards,  
Martin Murray, Tel: 03 - 355 4421 
Email: ammurray@orcon.net.nz 
For a circuit overview of this radio see:  
http://www.thesamba.com/vw/ar

chives/manuals/emden4/blaupun

kt_emden4_schematic.jpg 

 
WANTED: 

Would anyone have a “corrugated 

aluminium strip” for the metal cabinet of a 
“Hallicrafters S18 Sky CHALLENGER” 
receiver. These strips are also found on 
models S16, S17, S20, S21 & S22. Left and 
right sides are interchangeable, so that does 
not matter. The following photograph 
shows the detail. I am trying to return my 
father’s DX receiver to it’s former glory. It 
was carted to many remote DX sites around 
Southland after I left home and 
mechanically it has suffered. One of the 
side strips fell off during one of these trips 
and was not noticed for several days. 
Attempts to locate it failed. I am clutching 
at straws a little to think there may be one 
out there, but you never know. I would also 
consider a complete cabinet or complete 

receiver to replace this strip. The paintwork in 
particular which was described by my father as 
“black crackle finish” (oven baked I recall) 
needs redone also. I would be interested to hear 
from anyone who can advise if it is possible to 
replicate this type of paintwork. Would be nice 
to have it re-done as it was intended. Any help 
would be greatly appreciated. Thank you in 
anticipation.  
Contact Bill Marsh. Tel: 03 5795115 
Email: wmarsh@xtra.co.nz  
 

 
 

AVAILABLE 
I have a small shed full of old radios which I 
am working through to either restore for resale 
or sell as spare parts. There are a number of 
“chassis only” options which may be of 
interest to other restorers. It is not appropriate 
to list them all in this column. I am also 
quitting valves, components and hardware as I 
establish that they are not needed. If anyone 
has something they need to finish that 
restoration project I am happy to field 
enquiries. I know I won’t be able to satisfy all 
requests but you never know till you ask.  
Contact Bill Marsh. Tel: 03 5795115 
Email: wmarsh@xtra.co.nz  
 

INFO: 1ZD/Radio BOP 50th Reunion 

Hi from Tauranga!  
1ZD is 50 next February 25th, 2011 and a get 
together is planned. Would you mind putting it 
up on your noticeboard on your site and 
advising members? For more info the contact 
is Louise Dean Tel: 07 577 8509  
Email: louised@trn.co.nz 

PO Box 642 Tauranga 3140 New Zealand 
Regards, grayson@classichits.co.nz 
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Wanted: Information on the 

Rola / Byer 100 Studio Tape 

Recorder 
 

I recently acquired a Tape Console 
'Rola Professional 100'. I would 
really appreciate any info 
(schematics, manuals) other 
members have about this machine.  
There is a really good website in 
Australia with most of the Rola, 
Byer tape recorder covered but 
unfortunately no info (apart from an 
ad) on the '100' see: 
www.oneillassociates.com.au/ 

~poneill 
Looks like only a few were ever 
built. Let's hope someone has an old 
folder sitting around with some info. 
When I picked up the machine from 
Wellington I got a manual for a tape 
recorder EMI BTR1b with it. I have 
since passed that on to a guy in 
England who has one of these 
machines. 
 

Some additional comments: 
'Rola' was the Australian subsidiary of the 
American Rola Corporation as in speakers. 
Rola Australia was bought by Plessey of 
the UK in 1965 and both the high quality, 
professional 10-1/2" open reel 'Rola 77' 
and the RT80 broadcast cartridge desks 
were imported by Plessey, via Garrard 
Engineering, from 1968 for a couple of 
years. Rola also produced high speed tape 
copiers. 
Contact: Wolfgang Thiel 
Tel: 09 476 2191 
Email: wolft@xtra.co.nz 
 

Non-member request (2): 
Hello from Whangaparaoa,   I have dug 
myself a hole by offering a friend my 
assistance in repairing a 1930's console 
radio which I now find has got a defunct 
EM speaker. As my valve background was 
not from the consumer industry I have no 
idea as to where I might source a  

 
replacement speaker. If you are able to 
point me in the right direction I could 
perhaps save face and in future stick to the 
odd more recent mantle radios that do not 
involve other peoples financial 
commitments! 
At present the corpse is with my fellow 
geriatric technician mate who actually has 
genuine consumer electronics experience. 
He moved to Naval Research after training 
as a radio tech. at the same time that I was 
doing things with valves at DSIR.  I will 
see him next week and take the full specs. 
on the speaker although I know that the 
cone is stuffed and it may also have an 
open field winding. As size and mountings 
are not an issue we would be very happy to 
get hold of a similar speaker even if we 
need to tweak the circuitry to match it to 
the set.    
Regards, "Tom Cunningham"  
Email: tomros@ihug.co.nz 
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